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ABSTRACT

This thesis advances a critical understanding of the ways in which neoliberal multiculturalism
works to naturalize settler colonialism in the United States through the queer, feminist, and
decolonial use of visual, historical, and legal analysis. The Tribal Law and Order Act (TLOA) of
2010, as well as the White House signing ceremony for the TLOA serve as the main sites for this
analysis. The central argument of the thesis is that multiculturalism in the United States
facilitates the ongoing naturalization of settler prerogatives and that Barack Obama, through his
deployment of affect and analogy, is especially effective at normalizing multicultural settler
domination of colonized lands and peoples. Subtending this argument are arguments about how
settler colonialism is maintained through the use of sexual violence against Indigenous people
and through heteronormativity, which must be continuously-enforced. The thesis, therefore,
interrogates the effects of the settler state’s gestures toward Indigenous women and sexual
violence in the TLOA and the TLOA signing ceremony. The bulk of the evidence for the thesis
comes from secondary historical sources, the genealogy of laws that constitutes Federal Indian
Policy in the United States, and original legal analysis of the TLOA and the TLOA
Congressional Hearings, as well as original visual and discourse analyses of the TLOA signing
ceremony.
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I. Introduction

On July 29, 2010, President Obama signed the Tribal Law and Order Act (TLOA) (or
Public Law 111-211) into law. In popular discourse, the TLOA was considered a watershed
piece of legislation; discussed as a radical reformation of the federal government’s relationship
to tribal governments, it was said to mark an unprecedented formal recognition of the sexual
violence against Native American women that is understood to be endemic in Indian Country.
The TLOA seeks to expand the authority of tribal courts by increasing the maximum sentence
they can serve for a single offense from one to three years in prison, and the maximum fine for a
single offense from $5,000 to $15,000. It claims to clarify the complicated jurisdictional webs
that cross over Indian Country making it difficult to prosecute crimes committed there. It also
intends to improve and standardize treatment for victims of sexual abuse at all Indian Health
Services (IHS) hospitals and clinics.1 The TLOA was drafted largely in response to a 2007
Amnesty International Report, The Maze of Injustice: The Failure to Protect Indigenous Women
from Sexual Violence in the USA, which documented the high rates of sexual violence against
Native American and Alaska Native women, as well as the lack of legal recourse and the
generally poor quality of after-care treatment available to them. 2 The TLOA signing ceremony
took place at the White House, also on July 29, 2010, and featured a testimony of Lakota/White
Clay People member, Lisa Marie Iyotte, who described in some detail being raped sixteen years
prior, and noted the fact that her rapist was not prosecuted for the crime. This was followed with
a speech by President Obama regarding the TLOA’s significance.
Many feminists, Native and non-Native, are heralding the passage of the TLOA as a great
success,3 noting the horrifying statistic that one in three Native women will be raped at least
once in her lifetime. 4 Fifty percent of the rapes against Native American women are
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accompanied by additional physical violence; among the non-Native population, thirty percent of
rapes are accompanied by additional violence. The vast majority of the perpetrators—eighty-six
percent—are non-Native men. 5 Amnesty International, who interviewed survivors of sexual
violence and their families, activists, support workers, service providers and health workers
between 2005 and 2006, reports that many of the interviewees understand the ongoing sexual
violence of non-Native people against Native people as part of the legacy of atrocities against
Native Americans. Indeed rape against Native American women occurs in epidemic proportions
and, as I will discuss throughout this paper, the perpetrators are rarely held accountable.
Moreover, a lack of understanding of cultural norms by doctors and Sexual Assault Nurse
Examiners on reservations and the reality of the systemic abuse of Native peoples by federal
employees charged to work in Indian country, among other factors, ensures that rapes in Indian
Country go vastly underreported.6 There is no question that the high rate of rape against
Indigenous women is a grave problem, and that they are not receiving the protections or care that
they need. In light of this, the TLOA is, to borrow Gayatri Spivak’s phrase, something that one
“cannot not”7 support if one has any awareness of the systemic nature of the violence and racism
of colonialism that has resulted in the current situation that leaves a group so vulnerable to
“interpersonal” violence.
In this essay, however, I take a critical approach to what I identify as the settler colonial
discourses and impulses evident in the TLOA and its signing ceremony. I employ historical
analysis, legal analysis, discourse analysis, visual analysis, and feminist close reading as methods
to take up the work of Elizabeth Povinelli and argue that neoliberal multiculturalism and the
logic of settler jurisprudence in the U.S facilitate the ongoing justification of settler prerogatives.
I further argue that Barack Obama, in this historical context, is especially effective at
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normalizing multicultural domination. I suggest that the TLOA signing ceremony makes
metonymical the relationship that the settler state has with Indigenous subjects and, by extension,
its troubled relationship to its own legitimacy and is, therefore, a grounded occasion in which to
witness the establishment of multicultural domination in its gendered, sexualized, and racialized
terms. The settler state is conditioned by the logic of what Patrick Wolfe calls the “elimination
of the Native,” which is simultaneously a logic of generating new means by which to maintain its
own prerogatives to power and stolen land. Wolfe has also called this the logic of destroying to
replace. 8 In that sense, the very continued existence of Indigenous peoples in settler lands is
indicative of the failure of the settler state to achieve total control and complete occupation. The
way, then, the settler state negotiates its relationship to Indigenous people, whose continued
existence is fundamentally antithetical to its own survival, is at the heart of understanding the
ways in which settler power functions. This makes it an important site of struggle and analysis.
It is my contention that settler norms of gender and sexuality (based in heteropatriarchy)
help to establish the bounds of the properly multicultural settler nation and are, therefore,
continuously enforced. The signing ceremony and discourse around the TLOA are also sites in
which to observe the processes by which these norms are enforced. I argue that the TLOA is a
deeply neoliberal piece of legislation that appropriates the honorable work of anti-violence
activists in order to fulfill the “colonial dream” of Indigenous fixity and settler control. 9 Finally,
I examine how Indigenous subjects are being framed through the law and the discourse in
congressional debates around the law, as well as the possibilities for acting outside of that frame.
I contend that Iyotte’s discursive and material presence in the colonial spaces of the nation and
the White House (during the TLOA signing ceremony), if read against the colonial/multicultural
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script in which it is placed, works to unsettle the multicultural settler state’s forced sense of
national unity.
Only by exposing the technologies of settler colonialism in the quotidian and spectacular
ways that they function is it possible to challenge that which claims to be self-evident,
universally benevolent, settled; the TLOA and its signing ceremony provide a specific and
grounded opportunity to do this. This paper opens up a space to think about neoliberal
multiculturalism in general and President Obama in particular as tools of settler colonial
expansion and its racialized sexual violence, and suggests the need for what David Eng calls a
“more robust politics of intersectionality”10 in the context of settler colonial multicultural
domination.
This paper will progress as follows: I will begin by outlining my methodology, which I
describe as a methodology of allyship. In section III, I provide an overview of federal laws and
Supreme Court decisions between 1817 and 1978 that have led up to the TLOA; the laws and
decisions in question have all imposed federal constraints on tribal governments. In order to
contextualize the TLOA’s centering of violence against Indigenous women, section IV offers an
historical reading of sexual violence as a tool of colonization. This leads me to examine the
actual accomplishments of the TLOA as compared to its stated aims in section V. Here I also
address neoliberalism’s reliance on criminalization and the trouble with sovereignty in settler
contexts. In sections VI and VII, I turn to the TLOA signing ceremony to take a critical look at
how neoliberalism relies on the affect and analogy of multiculturalism to consolidate and
naturalize settler colonial hegemonic regimes. I look at what specific role Barack Obama, as an
embodied figure of neoliberal multiculturalism, plays in settler colonial expansion, and what
specific role Lisa Marie Iyotte plays in the “affective economy”11 of neoliberal multiculturalism
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in a settler colonial state. I will end by expressing the urgent need for intersectional politics and
approaches to scholarship within a neoliberal multicultural system that works to disable
intersectionality in the service of maintaining and justifying its own power.

5

II. Notes on Methods and Methodology

As described above, my methods are interdisciplinary in that I employ historical analysis,
legal analysis, discourse analysis, visual analysis, and feminist close reading. As historical
analysis, I overview the history of sexual violence as a tool of colonization in the United States,
mainly through secondary sources. The insights of postcolonial feminists, Indigenous feminists,
and queer theorists regarding the relationship between gender, sexuality, violence, and state
power figure prominently into my understanding of sexual violence and colonization. I also
historicize multiculturalism as an effect of neoliberalism that specifically forwards the
naturalization of settler colonialism. I will examine the historical shift from “colonial
domination” to “multicultural domination,”12 and position Obama in relation to this shift.
In terms of legal analysis, I examine the genealogy of federal laws that has limited tribal
sovereignty and resulted in the current situation where a bill addressing rampant sexual violence
against Native women would need to exist. Law, being the “core institution of colonial
control,”13 is an important site of struggle in which to understand the character of colonial power,
and the ways in which it adapts to maintain itself. Furthermore, examining law and the changing
nature of legal control over colonial subjects reveals the inherent fragility of the settler state and
settler imaginary. The level of control sought by the state over tribal matters evinces an everpresent settler fear of the realization of Indigenous self-determination, and, hence, the need to
forcefully and continuously assert settler sovereignty. My questions advance a larger and
ongoing critique of the settler colonial logic of jurisprudence as justifying and sustaining settler
prerogatives. 14
Throughout the essay I examine the ways that discourse interacts with the material
implications of discourse in the ongoing naturalization of settler systems and logics. I look at
6

how the multicultural settler state adopts the language of “family support” and a racialized
discourse of infantilization about Indigenous people in the U.S to justify legal intrusions into the
affairs of putatively sovereign tribal nations. I offer both a visual analysis and a feminist close
reading of the signing ceremony as a text. Feminist close reading, as a method, allows me to
analyze word choices, silences, body language, and aesthetics in the ceremony. It entails a
“[r]adical, active listening…whereby the researcher listens for gaps and silences and considers
‘what meanings might lie beyond explicit speech’…[it] is being attentive to ‘the complexity of
human talk,’ the pauses and patterns of speech and emotion that appear in everyday talk, and
placing talk into historical and situational context. [It] helps create ‘knowledge that challenges
rather than supports ruling regimes.’”15 This type of analysis is especially important in
understanding how power functions in multicultural regimes, which rely heavily on (often staged
or manipulated) visuals to convey a narrative of racial progress, gender equality, etc.16
Methodologically, I am working from a place of critique of the social implications of
neoliberalism, in particular, as mentioned, the notion of multiculturalism and its manifestation in
the U.S, which, I argue, has largely been a justification for continued race-based inequity and
settler colonial expansion. David Eng (2010), Jodi Melamed (2006), Audra Simpson (2007),
Aihwa Ong (2006), Martin Mannalansan (2005), Lauren Berlant (1997), and Elizabeth Povinelli
(2002) have shaped my understanding of the politics of multiculturalism and the politics of state
recognition within neoliberal multicultural regimes. I will elaborate on said politics in section
VII. I chose to examine neoliberal multiculturalism through the figure of President Obama, a
symbol of the multicultural state, and through the legal and affective relationship of ruling17 that
the state has with Indigenous subjects. Obama, as an historical icon of racial progress, prompts
an examination of whiteness as an ideology, power, and politics, not simply a racial identity, as
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well as an examination of the ways that white supremacist projects are forwarded within states
that have official policies against racism. Hence, my use of intersectionality for this project; it is,
methodologically and politically, able to break through the myths of colorblindness and equality
that neoliberalism claims, and help envision a social order that exists beyond the U.S nationstate.18
I am working from a queer feminist methodological standpoint. Broadly, this signifies an
investment in understanding how dominant power functions and in creating knowledge that
works to disrupt hierarchical power including (and especially) the settler state. It also denotes a
commitment to analyzing the violence inherent in processes of normalization and naturalization.
In so doing, the goal is to reveal fractures in dominant, taken-for-granted structures of oppression
and open up possibilities for oppositional agency and organizing for alternative, egalitarian
lifeways. I advance the critical questions in this essay as part of a body of feminist and queer
scholarship that questions how, and to what ends, state projects—expansion, colonization,
imperialism, occupation, militarization, privatization, etc.—are justified through marshalling a
“woman-as-victim” narrative, or a narrative of “sexual exceptionalism” (Spivak, MoretonRobinson, Mohanty, L. Smith, Butler, Puar, Butler, Alexander, Ong, et al.). Specifically, I look
at what kind of affective labor Indigenous women perform for the settler colonial imaginary of
the U.S nation-state. As much postcolonial queer and/or feminist scholarship reveals, processes
of fixing norms of gender and sexuality are central to the “success” of settler colonial regimes.
My personal conception of a queer feminist methodological standpoint is intimately linked with
my commitment to antiracist allyship, or building a politics of alliance. Therefore, I term my
overarching methodology a “methodology of allyship.” Developing a methodology of allyship is
something that I have begun in the context of this thesis project as a way to address (personally
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and academically) the problematic history of non-Indigenous scholars in general, and nonIndigenous feminist scholars in particular, writing about issues of material consequence—like
funding, healthcare, and jurisdiction— to Indigenous peoples. Mohanty (2003) points out that
the legacy of non-Indigenous feminist research “on” Indigenous peoples is a legacy of scholars
comparing Indigenous people and practices to “modern” practices and developments, like
liberalism. This brand of research is generally undergirded by an assumption of the self-evident
truth and universal applicability of liberal values, and the norms of whiteness, including the
notion of the individual as the primary social actor. It works to justify liberal (settler) state
intervention by concluding that Indigenous peoples and practices are illiberal, frozen in the
past—too tied to kinship, tradition, land, etc. to function as members of the nation. Linda
Tuhiwai Smith (Maori) and Aileen Moreton-Robinson (Geonpul) both write extensively about
the ways in which Western research, including feminist research, on Indigenous peoples has
advanced white supremacy by invisibilizing the whiteness of the researcher and therefore
normalizing whiteness as the unspoken epistemological standpoint. The liberal feminist practice
of focusing exclusively on gender oppression furthers the effect of dehistoricizing the multiple
and intersecting oppressions that shape Indigenous lives.19
My political commitments to ending white supremacy and being a white, antiracist,
feminist ally to Indigenous struggles for self-determination, land, and decolonization determine
my approach to my thesis topic. An ethic of allyship should stand in stark contrast to shamebased politics, a confession of white/settler guilt, or a quest for absolution from it. Paraphrasing
Dakota activist Scott DeMuth, allyship means turning guilt into grief and anger, privilege into
accountability, half-hearted apologies into action, complacency into resistance.20 It should work
to de-center the privileged subject, while recognizing the strategic political potential to work
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towards social justice from the privileged subject’s position. It is, to paraphrase Helen
Caldaway, radical self-awareness and a strategic use of that awareness to further projects of
decolinization that imagine and build a society beyond the confines of the heteropatriachal,
colonial nation-state.21 The work of Richa Nagar, Waziyatawin, Linda Tuhiwai Smith, and Omi
Osun Joni L. Jones has figured prominently into my articulation of allyship as methodology.
However, a great deal of my education on allyship has come as a result of my activist work in a
collective, Black Mesa Indigenous Support (BMIS),22 which is a group that works in solidarity
with a community of Diné people who are resisting forced relocation by the federal government
from their ancestral homeland in Black Mesa/Big Mountain, Dinétah (Arizona)—an extremely
remote and rural area of the Navajo reservation. 23 I am often told by members of the resistance
community, that since I speak the language of the privileged, know how privileged people think,
and have more access to powerful institutions, it is my role, if I want to build a politics of
alliance, to be in those powerful places, with those privileged people, speaking a dominant
language about the oppression that they are, perhaps unwittingly, perpetuating in their daily
lives. This is a task that far exceeds the scope of this project. However, the aim of my thesis
project—exposing the insidious ways that the settler state perpetuates its violent form of power
and control, while claiming to address and transform it—aligns with the goal of building a
politics of alliance. 24
Therefore, developing and using a methodology of allyship is, for me, a way to amplify
the lived truth that political action is theory-generating and that theory and research are
inherently political. It is intended as a tool to help co-create cultures of dissent25 that deal
directly with the materiality of conflict, privilege and domination within a setting that tries to
abstract, discipline, and manage those materialities. It is, finally, a way to create antiracist space
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that is different than the official antiracist26 stance of neoliberal states. It is intended to make
whiteness (and its correlate power and privilege) marked, political, and hopefully useful in
struggles for justice, as opposed to unmarked, falsely apolitical and therefore harmful and
violent.
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III. Gradual but Significant Erosion 27

While the entire history of federal Indian Policy is characterized by the violence of
colonialism, in this section I will briefly examine the genealogy of laws that has restricted the
power of tribal governments to effectively deal with crimes that occur on their own lands. The
TLOA is a piece of legislation that, as mentioned, claims to address the overly complicated
jurisdictional relationship between tribal, state, and federal governments. As I discuss in section
V, the TLOA does not help sort out the jurisdictional mess; no one law could. The driving logic
behind settler jurisprudence, evidenced in the discourse around and effect of the laws, is to
further the project of the elimination of the Native by forcing assimilation to the dominant settler
legal system. Therefore laws, as part of an institution of colonial control, will necessarily
maintain settler power. An examination of these laws below reveals, as anthropologist Audra
Simpson (Mohawk) puts it, that “[t]he cornerstones of democratic governance—consent,
citizenship, rule by representation—are…precarious at best when the experiences of Indigenous
peoples are brought to bear on democracy’s own promises and tenants.”28 These laws and
decisions were put into effect between 1817 and 1978; they demonstrate the U.S’s commitment
to maintaining its own settler sovereignty by limiting the ability of tribes to be self-determining
bodies. Understanding them helps to contextualize how such a high number of rapes and
incidents of sexual violence against Native people can go unprosecuted.
The Federal Enclaves Act of 1817 was the first piece of legislation that afforded the
federal government jurisdiction over crimes committed by non-tribal members on “Indian land.”
It did not, however, cede the federal government power over crimes between Native Americans.
It was followed by the Major Crimes Act of 1885, perhaps the most significant piece of federal
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legislation related to jurisdiction, as it gave the federal government power to prosecute Native
American tribal members for fourteen “major crimes,” or felonies, regardless of whether the
defendant was a tribal member or not. “Under the present version of the Major Crimes Act, the
specific crimes are ‘murder, manslaughter, kidnapping, maiming, a felony under Chapter 109A
[governing sexual abuse], incest, assault with intent to commit murder, assault with a dangerous
weapon, assault resulting in serious bodily injury, … an assault against an individual who has not
attained the age of 16 years, arson, burglary, robbery, and a felony under section 661 of this title
[relating to theft].’”29 With the MCA, tribes technically retain concurrent jurisdiction (with the
federal government) over major crimes, yet they are limited in sentences that they can impose for
those crimes. Legal scholar, sovereignty activist, and member of INCITE! Women of Color
Against Violence, Sarah Deer (Muscogee), notes that tribes will often wait for a federal or state
prosecutor before issuing an official response. 30 Most often, tribal crimes are low on federal or
state priority lists. This has resulted in a situation where cases of rape and assault are, in the
words of one former BIA police officer, “triaged,”31 on the basis of whether or not police judge
on-the-spot that the case will be taken up by a federal or state prosecutor.32
Oftentimes, the federal government fails to ever prosecute crimes committed on
reservations.33 This has caused reservations to be known as places where crimes can be
committed by non-Natives with near impunity. Since there are no records kept on tribal offenses
that the federal government declines to prosecute,34 it is impossible to say exactly how many,
although all anecdotal evidence indicates that the federal government declines or fails to
prosecute the majority of the crimes presented to it by tribal governments.35 It is especially
important to understand that this situation of “lawlessness” on reservations was constructed by a
process of the federal government limiting the power of tribal courts and failing to intercede on
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behalf of tribes. The popular characterization of “reservation lawlessness” taps into blatantly
racist federal policies of Indian removal and land theft that were justified through proclamations
of Indigenous people’s inherent “deviance,” “criminality,” or “savagery.”36 This underpinning
logic is further evidenced in some of the reactions to the TLOA’s passing. In response to the
TLOA, for example, Secretary of the Interior, Ken Salazar, said, “By providing greater law
enforcement resources for Indian Country, this measure will help combat violence and
lawlessness.”37 This statement and ones like it (there are many) are both reflective and
constitutive of a dominant understanding of tribal peoples in the U.S.
The Public Law 280 (PL 280) of 1953 gave individual states the option to assume
jurisdiction over crimes in tribal communities. Alaska (with certain exceptions), Arizona,
California, Florida, Idaho, Iowa, Minnesota (except the Red Lake Reservation), Montana,
Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, Oregon (except the Warm Springs Reservation), Utah,
Washington, and Wisconsin assumed partial or total jurisdiction of reservations under PL 280. 38
Significantly, PL 280 was part of a larger federal “termination policy,” which was in effect from
the late 1940s into the 1960s. The goal of the policy was to open up federal access to tribal lands
by eliminating federal recognition of tribal nations. Deer, for one, claims that the other goal of
the policy was to force Native assimilation into the mainstream Euro-American culture.39 Under
this policy, the federal government terminated its recognition of the sovereignty of 100
Indigenous nations. 40 Many legal analysts have noted that under PL 280, states are largely
reluctant to respond to crimes in Indian country, furthering the situation sparked by the MCA
where many reservations are sought out by non-Natives as places to commit serious crimes
without being prosecuted.41 This presents an obvious safety issue for those reservation
communities under PL 280, as they are left entirely vulnerable to predators and without legal
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recourse.42 PL 280 was unilaterally imposed by the federal government on tribes without the
consent of the tribes. The outcry by tribes led to a “consent amendment,” but this was not
implemented until 1968. Further, the amendment was not retroactive, meaning tribes that had
the misfortune of being in states where PL 280 was in place, could not rescind the state’s control.
PL 280 is generally considered by Native legal theorists to be a blatant attempt to mitigate tribal
sovereignty and self-determination; Native legal scholar, Luana Ross (Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes), calls it “one of the most bold and discriminating actions against Natives in the
legal and juridical system.” She adds, unequivocally, “PL 280 denies Native nations the right to
govern themselves.”43
In 1968, during the era of nationalist liberation movements in the U.S and the passage of
a great deal of affirmative action legislation, Congress passed the Indian Civil Rights Act
(ICRA), largely in response to Native American activism and the Red Power movement.44
However, instead of meaningfully responding to the demands of these activists—which roundly
consisted of self-determination, land return, and reparations—the ICRA subjected tribal justice
systems to the U.S Constitutional Bill of Rights.45 It also limited the maximum sentence that a
tribal court could impose for an offense to one year imprisonment and the maximum fine they
could charge to $5,000, even for crimes such as rape or murder. 46 This further proved the federal
government’s paternalistic stance toward tribal communities and their abilities to self-govern,
and gave the impression that tribal justice systems were ineffectual in dealing with serious
crimes, regardless of the fact that “tribal nations had full jurisdiction (legal authority) over all
crimes and disputes prior to intrusion by European and American legal systems.”47
The last piece of federal law I will mention for these purposes is the 1978 U.S Supreme
Court decision in the Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe case. The case law states that “Indian
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tribes,” in “submitting to the overriding sovereignty of the United States…give up their power to
try non-Indian citizens of the United States except in a manner acceptable to Congress” (italics
mine). Oliphant constitutes a deep intrusion into matters that should be ostensibly protected by
tribal sovereignty. 48 The Oliphant decision has a significant relevance to the TLOA, which I
address in more detail in section V.
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IV. Sexual Violence as a Tool of Colonization

Today, in the vast majority of cases of rape involving Native American women (eightysix percent), the assailants are non-Native men. 49 As Quince Hopkins and Mary Koss astutely
note, “To the extent that these crimes are perpetrated by white men against Native women,
gender domination alone, patriarchy alone, or class alone cannot explain this variance.”50
Indeed, history and an understanding of colonial power provide us the context for the widespread
practice of rape against Native American women. Through even a cursory look at the history of
colonization, one sees that sexual violence was always part and parcel of settlement.51 Deer
traces “this variance” to Columbus’ arrival, stating, “[It] not only represents the destruction of
indigenous cultures, but also the beginning of rape of Native American women by European
men.”52 Rape continues throughout the history of the Americas as a colonizing tool. Sarah
Winnemucca (Paiute) wrote in Life Among the Paiutes in 1883: “My people have been so
unhappy for a long time they wish now to disincrease [sic], instead of multiply. The mothers are
afraid to have more children, for fear they shall have daughters, who are not safe even in their
mother’s presence,”53 a clear reference to gendered violence inflicted by colonizers and the
culture of fear it creates, especially for women. Further, in reference to the colonization of the
Southwest, Ned Blackhawk writes, “The serial rape of captive Indian women became ritualized
public spectacles at northern trade fairs, bringing the diverse male participants in New Mexico’s
political economy together for the violent dehumanization of Indian women.” 54 Settler projects
always include and are, arguably, premised on sexual violence. Racialized sexual violence
compromises cultural, community, and individual dignity, and fosters a dominant culture that
normalizes non-consensual relations (relations of sex, power, etc.), blurring the lines of state
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violence and so-called personal violence. In other words, federally authorized settler expansion
policies that described lands occupied by Indigenous peoples as empty, invadable, and available
for “settlement”, rhetorically render Indigenous lives non-lives, and therefore themselves
invadable. 55 Federal settlement and forced assimilation policies worked to legitimate a culture of
rape against Indigenous peoples that is clearly alive and well today.
The normalization of rape as a correlate to settlement implicates the U.S as a nation in
consenting to the use of sexual violence as a nation-building tool; it is not a matter of aberrantly
violent individuals. Mark Rifkin characterizes “the seizure of territory, and extension of nonNative jurisdiction over it—as rape.”56 Federally-run residential schools, 57 church-run mission
schools, forced sterilization of Native women, and the widely-documented practices of the
violence against and forced assimilation of Native people with genders and sexualities
characterized by settlers as non-normative are all pivotal technologies of settler power and they
all fall within the rubric of sexual violence.58 As many authors have noted, sexual violence was
a way to establish the sexual hierarchy of heteronormativity, which, through its intimate
manifestations, worked to naturalize other oppressive hierarchies.59 Now, the culture of rape
based in sexual hierarchy is so normalized as to be invisible in the story of the U.S’s process of
national formation.60 Sexual violence against Native women—as a way to limit the growth of
Indigenous society, break down matriarchies, disable spiritual leaders, and accomplish what
Césaire calls the “thingification” of the colonized by the colonizer. 61 As Andrea Smith
(Cherokee) notes, “…it has been through sexual violence and through the imposition of
European gender relations on Native communities that Europeans were able to colonize native
peoples.”62 Smith’s rendering of this process hinges on marking Native people “by their sexual
perversity”63 in order to fix their status as outside of the colonial nation space. Since a sense of
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national norms, boundaries, and values was established through the characterizing of Native
sexualities as queer, perverse, or other to the nation-state, Native people’s testimonies of sexual
violence, or sexual perversity have become their entry point into the space of the nation.
The current status of Native women as part of what Lauren Berlant calls a “permanent
sexual underclass”—that is, a class of people whose sexuality and personhood is considered
inherently violable as a part of the normal functioning of the nation—represents the power of
nation building and the forced sovereignty of the settler state. The fact that racialized sexual
violence is as rampant as it is proves the degree to which heteropatriarchy’s binaries and
relations of dominance—settler ideals— have been normalized. Therefore, issues of sovereignty
and issues of sexual justice are inextricably enmeshed. An understanding of the centrality of
sexual violence to the establishment and maintenance of the settler sovereignty is key to
understanding the significance of the TLOA, and specifically how the TLOA was presented,
especially bearing in mind Simpson’s reminder that in settler states, sovereignty is never fixed;
Indigenous and settler sovereignties are always in contest. Much of the discourse around the
TLOA focused on addressing sexual violence against Native people. This, were it true, would
require addressing the fundamentally violent and illegitimate origins of the U.S. As I will argue
in the next sections, the TLOA avoids addressing the issue of sexual violence against Native
people in any meaningful way. In so doing, the settler state avoids dealing with its own
fundamental illegitimacy.
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V. “A Real Difference in People’s Lives”64: What Does the TLOA Accomplish?

As noted previously, I consider the TLOA to be a neoliberal piece of legislation and one
that does little to rectify the problem of unclear jurisdiction between federal, state, and tribal
governments or to significantly “empower” tribal governments. Contemporary Indigenous
feminists have forged a new space in the discussion around self-determination. Many argue that
there is no possibility for sovereignty, or self-determination, for Indigenous peoples in settler
states without sexual justice and that there will be no sexual justice without Indigenous selfdetermination.65 In that the TLOA neither accounts for the role of the settler state in violence
against Native women, nor provides meaningfully increased power to tribes, it also fails to
address the problem of sexual violence against Native women. However, as per the discussion
above on the genealogy of federal laws regarding tribes, as well as of the genocidal logic that
undergirds settler jurisprudence, it is no great surprise that a piece of federal legislation is not the
salvific force it promises to be. Perhaps the more pressing question at hand is: why does a
system upheld and maintained by the forced elimination of Indigenous peoples bother to appear
to be a salvific force for Indigenous people to begin with?
Obama, in his speech at the TLOA signing ceremony, said, “All of you come at this from
different angles, but you’re united in support of this bill because you believe, like I do…that
when one in three Native American women will be raped in their lifetimes, that is an assault on
our national conscience; it is an affront to our shared humanity; it is something that we cannot
allow to continue.” This focus on confronting the problem of sexual violence against Native
American women works to obscure the reality that the TLOA does not: 1) provide any funding
to any tribal agency—including hospitals and clinics—to improve services for victims of rape
and sexual abuse, 2) overturn the 1978 Oliphant decision that prohibits tribes from prosecuting a
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non-Native person, despite the fact that over eighty-six percent of the perpetrators of sexually
violent crimes against Native women are non-Native, 66 nor 3) even focus on sexual violence; the
vast majority of bill is devoted to increasing federal access to tribal databases and stabilizing a
federal law enforcement presence on reservations.67
One of the other most publicized and widely-lauded aims of the TLOA, besides the aim
of combating sexual violence, is to improve coordination between the federal, state, and the 565
federally recognized tribal governments in the U.S.68 Proponents of the TLOA suggest that it
will address these complicated jurisdictional rules that prevent crimes from being punished with
speed and efficacy. 69 In reality, though, the TLOA raises more questions about who has
jurisdiction over crimes committed in Indian Country than it offers answers. The TLOA allows
for the possibility that jurisdiction be concurrent among tribal, state, and federal jurisdictions.
This potentially puts a Native defendant in a situation where they are beholden to three separate
sovereigns.70 Further, while the TLOA gives slightly more prosecutorial power to tribal courts,
the crimes covered in the Major Crimes Act will continue to be prosecuted federally (or at the
state level in PL 280 states).71 The TLOA also reserves ultimate prosecutorial power for the
federal government and empowers the local United States Attorney (federal) to determine the
law enforcement needs of a tribe.72 Proponents of the TLOA further claim that it “strengthens
law enforcement in Indian Country by authorizing the appointment of Special Assistant US
Attorneys to prosecute crimes in tribal communities in federal court; providing tribal courts
tougher sentencing powers; and allowing some tribal police officers to enforce federal laws on
Indian lands.”73 However, again, the TLOA does not allocate any additional funds to any tribal
agencies to make this happen.74 Because of the lack of funding associated with it, participating
in the TLOA, could easily place a large financial burden on tribes.75
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If the TLOA is not a bill that puts any teeth to its claim to combat endemic rape and
sexual violence on reservations, and if it does not enact its other stated major goal of clarifying
jurisdictional “mazes” for tribal nations, what then does it actually do? The most prominent
effect of the TLOA will be to criminalize members of tribal nations and to send more Native
Americans to federal prisons. As the editors of Native Sun News pointed out after the TLOA was
passed, people living on reservations experience unemployment at the highest rates in the
country. Most of the jobs that are available on reservations are federal jobs—“Indian Health
Service, Bureau of Indian Education, Bureau of Indian Affairs and USDA Housing and Urban
Development. Most of the other jobs that are available are either with the tribe or one of their
638 contract programs which are federally funded and Indian casinos.” These jobs all have
stringent hiring guidelines, including criminal background checks, attached to them. The authors
further point out that government-subsidized housing on reservations is available only to those
who pass the same federal criminal background checks. They conclude that the problems of
unemployment and homelessness on reservations can largely be attributed to the requirements
associated with federal jobs and housing. They suggest that the TLOA with increase
criminalization on reservations and, therefore, write, “Tribal leaders must take a close look at the
inevitable onslaught of problems associated with criminalizing more of our people, as it will
further complicate the already high unemployment rates, homelessness as well as the host of
other illegal activities taking place in Indian country.”76
The TLOA initiates a pilot program with the (federal) Bureau of Prisons (BOP) that
allows tribal inmates charged with two-year or longer sentences for violent crimes to serve their
sentences in federal prisons at no cost to the tribe. This creates an obvious monetary incentive
for tribal courts to criminalize and pursue longer sentences for defendants, as it will prove
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cheaper to do so than to keep the inmate in tribal jails. This aspect of the TLOA—teaming tribal
courts up with federal prisons—is a blatant exercise of colonial violence, and proof of the settler
state’s dependency on the Prison Industrial Complex for its continued survival. Similar to
federally-run residential Indian Schools, which removed Indigenous children from their
communities, left a legacy of cultural and linguistic dissolution and forced assimilation, and
consolidated a raciailized class of hyperexploited workers by providing training only for
domestic work or manual labor,77 this partnership with the BOP will isolate inmates from their
land, family, language, and culture, as most reservations are “several hundred miles if not more
than a thousand miles”78 from the closest federal prison with room. Currently, federal prisons
nationally are already experiencing overcrowding, and are functioning thirty-seven percent
above capacity. The abuses that occur in federal/private prisons are well documented.
Significantly, during the congressional hearings for the TLOA the Department of Justice (DOJ)
expressed opposition to Section 304 (a), the TLOA’s BOP pilot program, citing the great
distance between many reservations and federal prisons, the issue of overcrowding and, perhaps
most importantly, the fact that federal prisons are designated for inmates who have committed
federal crimes.79 The partnership between tribes and the BOP would potentially create a
situation where (tribal) persons convicted of petty crimes are housed next to (non-tribal) persons
convicted of major, federal crimes. The DOJ suggested instead that tribal prisons be improved
and that tribal criminals not be sent to federal prisons, a suggestion that clearly went unheeded. 80
Furthermore, many federal prisons are now run by private prison corporations that can
extract labor from prisoners without regulation or oversight, hallmarks of neoliberalism. As of
2010, nine percent of U.S federal prisoners (about 90,000 prisoners) were housed in private
prisons, up from six percent in 2000.81 As state and federal governments trim their budgets in
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the face of recession, the trend towards private prisons will only grow, as private prisons are
perceived to save money for governments.82 Furthermore, as Jodi Melamed points out, one of
the means by which neoliberal restructuring such as privatization becomes widely accepted is
through a multicultural language of humanitarianism83—in this case, the U.S reaching out to
tribal communities and “allowing” them to house prisoners in federal jails. This framing
obscures the inherent violence, force, and lack of consent 84 in the implementation of these
policies.
The TLOA will also increase recruitment efforts for Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA),
which is a federal agency, as well as Tribal Police and will expand the power of federal organs
like the Drug Enforcement Agency, Special Assistant U.S Attorneys and the Special Law
Enforcement Commission to act on reservations. 85 It will establish an office within the BIA
called the “Office of Justice Services” that is tasked with “collecting, analyzing, and reporting
data regarding Indian country crimes on an annual basis,” which it will then release to the
Department of Justice.86 In addition to reporting to the Department of Justice on an annual basis,
the TLOA requires that tribes report detailed data to Congressional committees. The list of what
tribes must report to Congress is three pages long and includes reports on the minutia of how
tribal funds are spent as well as detailed information on tribal employees and the training they
receive. 87 This, rather than “empowering tribes” will, I contend, fold tribal affairs most
integrally into the federal body. Perhaps most stingingly, “nothing in this Act confers on an
Indian tribe criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians.”88 This means that, as noted, the TLOA does
not overturn the 1978 Oliphant decision, and still allows reservations to be known as places
where non-Natives can commit crimes with minimal penalty.
The historian Philip Deloria characterizes the structures of reservations, Indian agents, and the
historical practices of state surveillance in these spaces as a form of societal expectation that still
shapes social relations, as a historically generated ‘colonial dream’ in which ‘fixity, control,
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visibility, productivity, and, most importantly, docility’ were realized. This dream was one of
indigenous pacification, containment, and demobilization. In order to be actualized in the present,
this dream requires that indigenous economic activities be watched, that there be a state-police
presence in their community, and that Indians be passive in the face of this surveillance,
regulation, scrutiny, and possible intervention.89

Considering the above quote by Simpson, and the discussion of the bill above, the TLOA
is a tool that will help realize this “colonial dream” through increasing surveillance and control
of tribal communities and establishing a permanent state police presence there. The TLOA does
not fundamentally disrupt the pattern of federal laws in the U.S that limit the power of tribes to
self-govern.90 As mentioned, many feminist groups—mainstream and radical (those with a
critique of the nation-state)—viewed the passing of the TLOA as a great success, although some
have voiced reservations. Deer, who helped to research and draft the 2007 Amnesty
International report that served as a basis for the TLOA, noted, less than a month after the TLOA
was passed, “I’m always concerned about ‘law and order’ language. It certainly doesn’t protect
or help white women, so it’s not going to help Native women. We have to make sure that the
systems we set up are Native women-centered. I wish the bill had language overturning the
destructive 1978 Oliphant decision, which concluded that tribal courts do not have jurisdiction
over non-Indians. It’s not acceptable to have a non-Native person to come into the tribe and not
be held accountable by the tribe.” Additionally, Morgane Richardson, founder of the feminist of
color Weblog, “Refuse the Silence,” responded to the TLOA, saying: “To allow and advocate for
more encroaching of the police institution onto Native land is both oppressive as well as counteractive. With the police history of discriminating, being violent against and criminalizing
communities of color can we really trust the police institution to so-called ‘protect’ Native
women?” 91 This raises the issue of the limits of material “aid” and improved legal “power”
within a larger colonial context that discursively positions Indigenous peoples as childish
recipients of the state’s paternalistic aid, and the larger settler context that, as discussed, works to
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destroy Indigenous people and peoplehood.92 These positions are both fixed and troubled in
moments such as the signing ceremony, as I will discuss below.
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VI. Embraced by the State: The TLOA Signing Ceremony

Considering that I am a non-Native person who, through white privilege and settler
privilege, is in a position to benefit from and be in complicity with the settler colonial project, I
aim to tread cautiously through the analysis of the signing ceremony and acknowledge the vast
complexity of the situation in which Lisa Marie Iyotee and President Obama acted. Since the
historical (and present) practice of white people representing Indigenous people in scholarship is
defined by providing justifications for the material violence of land theft, forced assimilation,
and the colonial expansion of white supremacy, 93 “representing” Iyotte is not my goal. Neither
is my goal to deny the need for IHS hospitals and clinics to expand their capacity to care for
victims of sexual violence. I understand that this is a real need that has been expressed by tribes
and anti-violence activists, and I fully support that need being met. My aim is, finally, not to, in
any way, discount the bravery with which Iyotte has been credited for sharing her intimate and
painful story in such a public way, to dismiss her experience, nor to suggest that she is a
proponent of settler colonialism. My intention is to examine and theorize the signing
ceremony—the physicality and rhetoric of it—and to address some of the questions it raises
regarding the cost at which tribal communities in the U.S receive services. It is with this frame
that I analyze Lisa Marie Iyotte’s testimony at the signing ceremony and theorize the work it
performs.
I argue that through the use of spectacle, 94 the ceremony reinforces the narrative of U.S
dominance over Indigenous peoples through an exceptionalist language (spoken and visual) of
multiculturalism. It specifically works to reorient attention away from the “law and order” and
criminializing aspects of the TLOA (which, as discussed, are far and away the most prominent
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aspects) and towards a narrative of the U.S nation-state as the ally of Indigenous women in
general and of Indigenous women rape victims in particular.95 In the same moment, Obama is
also performing imperial feminism by acting as the protector against an implied Indigenous male
figure. It is, therefore, a grounded occasion in which to observe the power that multicultural
discourses have to invisibilize and naturalize settler colonialism. It also provides an opportunity
to address the question I raised in the previous section, that of why the settler state bothers to
appear to be a salvific force in the lives of its Indigenous subjects, when it is sustained only
through the elimination of Indigenous peoples. Obama’s presentation at the TLOA signing
ceremony is when the bill entered the public sphere; this is the space in which certain aspects of
the bill could be highlighted, others disguised, and where it could be shaped to fit a certain
narrative that the settler state chooses to tell about its relationship to Indigenous people. While it
is clear that Iyotte’s testimony at the ceremony can serve a specific purpose for advancing the
state’s narrative of progress about itself, I propose that Iyotte’s presence and testimony within
the literally and discursively colonial spaces of the signing ceremony rupture and expose certain
characteristics of settler power and therefore demand a more complex and alternative reading.
During the ceremony, Iyotte wore the dress of a Sicangu Lakota traditional dancer96 and
Obama wore a business suit. After Iyotte and Obama spoke, the ceremony concluded with
Obama signing the actual bill into law, surrounded by several people of various ethnicities, and
flanked by two Native Americans in traditional Plains regalia, including towering halo
warbonnets. Iyotte opened the TLOA signing ceremony with a personal testimony in which she
described her own violent rape that occurred sixteen years prior. As Iyotte stood at the podium,
she had trouble beginning her speech; clearly emotional, her voice was shaking and she was
breathing deeply. Before she could start speaking, President Obama came from the side of the
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stage and hugged her and encouraged her to speak, a gesture to which the audience gave a
standing ovation. President Obama stood behind Iyotte for the remainder of her speech and put
his hand on her shoulder, rubbing it whenever her voice shook or she cried, and comforted her
verbally.
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“He told me that I could do this. That he’d stand by me. It helped tremendously, having
him there. He really wanted me to say what I needed to say,” Iyotte said of Obama’s
encouragement.97 During her five minute speech in which she recounted the rape, including the
fact that her children witnessed it, she noted the lack of adequate aftercare she received at an
Indian Health Services (IHS) hospital—she wasn’t administered a rape kit until the morning
after, rendering it potentially ineffective. She never explicitly implicated the U.S in the violence
done to her, but did notably begin her speech by saying, “if the Tribal Law and Order Act had
been in place 16 years ago, my story would be very different.” I will return to this point.
Iyotte left a career as a banker to work in the federal Office of Violence Against Women;
since 2008 she has worked as an education specialist in the Sicagnu Lakota Sexual Assault
Coalition in Mission, South Dakota,98 and she also now serves as the Coordinator of the Native
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Women’s Society of the Great Plains, a regional coalition of Native anti-domestic and sexual
violence organizations. However, Iyotte was not asked to speak on behalf of her work as an
advocate and community organizer; she was asked to share her story of victimization, not only at
the signing ceremony, but in numerous interviews that took place around the signing of the
TLOA. Asking Iyotte to re-experience a traumatic, sexually violent incident by describing it to
strangers, rhetorically and visually reinscribes her as a rape victim. It is, I contend,
pornographic, in that it provides corporeal knowledge of her to those in positions of impunity
and great power—that is, to people who are not accountable to her in any meaningful way. 99 As
I suggested earlier, Iyotte’s entry into the national public sphere (the White House, national
media outlets, etc.), occurs via her experience of sexual violence. Although she has worked in
the field of sexual and domestic violence prevention for many years, her victimization is what
makes her legible to the nation. In a 2010 interview on National Public Radio, immediately
succeeding the TLOA signing ceremony, Iyotte was asked to recount the incident of her rape. In
response to host Michel Martin’s asking about it, Iyotte provided an even more detailed and
graphic account of the rape then she did at the White House. Afterwards, Martin said to her,
“Well, thank you again. I apologize for making you live through it again. I apologize for
that.”100 By apologizing, yet doing it anyway, Martin makes it seem as though she had no other
choice but to ask Iyotte to describe being raped, despite Martin’s awareness of what emotional
impact it might have on Iyotte, because her acceptance into dominant national spaces depended
on her presenting as the victim. This association of Indigeneity with victimhood works to
dehistoricize and naturalize current power relations as permanent social “facts.”
The confessionary mode that Iyotte is asked to take up aids the diversionary nature of the
signing ceremony. By individualizing and personalizing her grief, the ceremony can obscure the
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systemic and multiscalar nature of the colonial violence that has resulted in the situation wherein
sexual violence against Indigenous women is rampant. Simpson notes, “…a public display of
emotion, marked by grief and pathos, removes the subject from the conditions of the production
of grief: ‘reservation captivity’, collective loss, surviving war—griefs that are structural and
individual.”101 Indeed, Deer (2005) observed, through her work with Indigenous survivors of
sexual violence today, that many have extreme difficulty in separating the assault on their own
physical body from the broader assaults to their land and communities. Therefore, placing Iyotte
in a setting (a spectacle) in which she must position herself as a lone victim through her graphic
description of being raped, positions the state (embodied here by Obama) as the lone savior, or
arbiter of justice for her, the one who can literally embrace her and wipe away her tears.
According to Mohanty “this [individualizing] approach equates the positions of dominant and
subordinate groups, erasing all power hierarchies and inequities.” 102 Orienting the focus towards
personal healing and reconciliation undermines the “necessity of broad-based political
organization and action,”103 or, as Eng says, “disables a politics of intersectionality.” 104 The
TLOA signing ceremony has the effect of domesticating race, culture, and gender (Iyotte’s) and
de-historicizing the struggles of Indigenous peoples against colonization through the focus on
Iyotte’s personal narrative and the staged relational familiarity between her and Obama. Their
strangely intimate interaction provides a false sense of manageability105 and resolution to the
issue of sexual violence.
Following Iyotte’s testimony, Obama gave a speech about the benefits of the TLOA. As
touched on, Obama’s comments at the signing ceremony centered on preventing further violence
against Native American women as well as tribal “empowerment,” progress, obligation, 106 and
national values. His remarks on the TLOA specifically107 do not reflect the actual nature of what
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the TLOA accomplishes, which, I contend, is a reinscription of settler sovereignty and
consolidation of settler dominance over tribes. Obama said:
So ultimately, it’s not just the federal government’s relationship with tribal governments that
compels us to act, it’s not just our obligations under treaty and under law, but it’s also our values
as a nation that are at stake…
…these are significant measures that will empower tribal nations and make a real difference in
people’s lives. Because as I said during our tribal conference, I have no interest in just paying lip
service to the problems we face. I know that too often, this community has heard grand promises
from Washington that turned out to be little more than empty words. And I pledged to you then
that if you gave me a chance, this time it would be different. I told you I was committed to
moving forward and forging a new and better future together in every aspect of our governmentto-government relationship.

The legal and treaty obligations that Obama references are most likely the obligations
articulated in Cherokee Nation v. Georgia (1871), Oliphant (1978) and other aspects of federal
Indian policy that charge the federal government with care of tribal nations as “domestic
dependents”. Indeed, one of Congress’ findings, as outlined in the TLOA, is that “the United
States has distinct legal, treaty, and trust obligations to provide for the public safety of Indian
county.”108 These obligations function as technologies whereby the U.S government can
ironically “represent Native lands and peoples as occupying an ‘anomalous’ position,”109 despite
the fact the Native governments and polities pre-date the existence of the U.S nation-state. In the
first paragraph of the quote above, Obama conflates geopolitics—“the federal government’s
relationship to tribal governments”—with national values. This serves to mask the reality that
the federal government’s relationship to tribal governments is unlike its relationship or its
dealings with any other foreign government. It is a relationship of ruling wherein the colonial
state is always dominant.110 The aforementioned Supreme Court decisions that remain in effect
“validate [the U.S’s] extension of theoretically unlimited political authority over [Native
populations and lands], rendering them external to the normal functioning of the law but yet
internal to the space of the nation” (italics mine), as Mark Rifkin puts it.111 Obama’s quote
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above encapsulates this purposefully obscure (outside of law, inside of nation) relationship of
rule. He at once mentions “government-to-government relations” and the “obligation” to care
for tribal nations. While these polarities are rationally and legally irreconcilable, they constitute
the basis of settler rule.112
Furthermore, while the language of empowerment that Obama takes up is often
associated with progressive social movements, here it serves to obscure the reality that the U.S’s
justification of superintendence over Native lands and peoples relies on the rhetoric of
infantilization. 113 It depends on casting tribal governments—the same governments that Obama
claims to enter into government-to-government dealings with—as children in need of the settler
state’s protection.114 The language of empowerment here has nothing to do with mutuality, and
has everything to do with an attempt to tautologically reaffirm the federal government’s paternal,
material power and tribal nations’ lack of power as biopolitical facts—“pre-political or apolitical
conditions to which U.S institutions respond,”115 as Rifkin puts it—instead of effects of the
violence of constructed geopolitical borders.
This dynamic is reflected and consolidated, but did not, of course, originate in the signing
ceremony; it is part of the colonial script and is evident in the public discourse around the TLOA
as well. Former director of the BIA and current Office of Justice Services Deputy Director,
Patrick Ragsdale, served as a witness in the Congressional hearing for the TLOA. During the
hearing, in a discussion on youth suicide on reservations, he said, for example, “…my sense in
being on the streets in some of these [tribal] communities where lawlessness has been too
prevalent is that with respect to young people, they are starving for adult attention. When some
of our young officers go down on the streets of some of these communities, kids swarm them
because they are not looking for so much from a law enforcement guy who is passing out
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stickers and DARE badges and things of that nature. I mean, they are starving for human
attention.”116 Ragsdale’s statement is problematic for many reasons, not the least of which is the
gross generalization that he makes about the lack of attention children on reservations receive
from “humans” and what this implies. The statement also casts the federal government again as
a (literally) paternal and comforting presence in the lives of tribal people. This, beyond
obscuring history, works to naturalize the settler state and its presence in Indigenous lives
through the rhetoric of infantilization and heteropatriarchal family support.
Iyotte’s testimony about her rape, combined with the content of Obama’s speech at the
signing ceremony and the physicality of their interaction, works to visually “confirm” tribal
people’s dependency on the settler state; it stages the state as a benevolent, familial caretaker of
its wards or children, tribal peoples. Nowhere in the TLOA or in the congressional debates
around it is there any qualifying statement saying that the vast majority of reservation violence is
perpetuated by non-Indigenous people. The settler state capitalizes off of this omission by
intimating that indistinct reservation communities are the perpetrators of violent sexual crimes,
further solidifying the discursive link between Indigeneity and sexual perversity. The discourse
around the bill, the sentiments expressed in the congressional hearing, and the signing ceremony
itself focus on contrasting Indigenous deviance and perversity (through metaphors of unhealthy
intimate relationships) with the settler state’s benevolence and normalcy. Settler colonial power,
like any other dominant and oppressive system of power, must work to make itself appear
natural, superior and moral. It can only do so in relation to what it makes appear unnatural,
lesser, and immoral. 117 Therefore, maintaining the discursive association between Indigeneity
and perversity is intimately tied to maintaining settler power. This proves Elizabeth Povinelli’s
contention that (neo)liberal power is transmitted through “intimate acts.”118 In this case, the
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“intimate acts” are acts of sexual violence against Native American women—these are
perversions of healthy sexuality that the settler state can putatively correct. This is, of course,
obscuring: the historical and ongoing reality that the settler state is the perpetrator and
beneficiary of sexual violence against Native American women is morphed into a spectacular
reversal of roles wherein the settler state is the ally of Native women. This highlights the
insidious nature of what Povinelli calls multicultural domination, what Jodi Melamed calls
neoliberal multiculturalism, what David Eng calls “the myth of multiculturalism with equality”
and what the editors of Queer Indigenous Studies call “settler multiculturalism.”119 It
appropriates everything, including the language of antiracism, progressive social movements,
and the politics of alliance.
Simpson argues that discourses of multiculturalism serve as a “handmaiden” to the
process of fixing Indigenous peoples as “subjects of sympathy or pity”, a mode of subjectivity
lacking in political agency, by “encouraging those forms of cultural difference that do not offend
the sensibilities, the ‘good feelings’ that liberal sympathy incites around the difference of
aboriginality, an aboriginality that has been conceived through time as a problem (re. ‘The Indian
Problem’).”120 This is, as discussed, one possible (and most probable) effect of the TLOA
signing ceremony—positioning Iyotte as someone without political agency. Since spectacles
traffic in symbols, the overall effect is, of course, to represent Native women in general as
subjects without political agency. While, from a critical stance, it is easy to read Iyotte as simply
a pawn in the neoliberal multicultural spectacle, I ask that we turn to the line that she chose to
open her testimony with for a starting place of an alternative reading. She said, “If the Tribal
Law and Order Act had been in place 16 years ago, my story would be very different.” Iyotte’s
choice to open with that line—which condemns the U.S by placing blame for her rape on past
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U.S. failure and neglect and highlighting the impossibility of the hypothetical, “if”—creates a
rupture in the hegemonic narrative that the ceremony advances by pointing to the genocidal
impulse of the U.S settler colonial state. The statement can be (and is) easily folded in the selfcongratulatory nature of Obama’s subsequent speech. However, it also, “open[s] possibilities for
resignifying the terms of violation against their violating aims,” 121 by begging an examination of
why in fact such a law wasn’t in place 16 years ago. Even while operating within the logic of
the spectacle, in which her role as the grateful victim is compulsory, Iyotte is able to disrupt the
alluded to notion that her (abstract and pathologically violent reservation) community did not
care or wasn’t skilled enough to treat her, and point instead to the fact that the federal
government not only limited the ability of tribes to prosecute sex offenders, but also provided
grossly few resources to IHS hospitals and clinics. This disruption—if one is reading for it—
highlights the “disjunction between the ideal image of the [liberal democratic] state as a
postimperial [sic] exemplar of Western humanism …and the actual brutality of its laissez-faire
stance toward its own internal colonial subjects.”122 Her testimony, and the reality of what it
represents, unsettles the exceptionalist narrative of benevolence by foregrounding historical state
violence and how it conditions ongoing interpersonal violence. 123 This works to rewrite the
colonial script that presents Indigenous people as inherently perverse and deviant as a way to
define itself as benevolent and normal. Instead she, her testimony, and her current choice of
work (as an organizer against violence) reflect the state’s own violence back on itself,
fundamentally undercutting the celebratory nature of the signing ceremony that could easily be
read as closing an unseemly chapter in America’s history,124 similar to the way that Obama can
be read as a symbol of the state’s progress out of an era of racialized segregation.
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The signing ceremony is one occasion in which to witness the maneuvers of settler power
maintaining itself, and it fits within a broader context of spectacle125 that is crafted intentionally
to achieve a specific end within the U.S settler imaginary. This occurs through an affective
visual economy, as addressed above, as well as through the deployment of analogy that
depoliticizes racial, class, sexual, gender, and cultural difference; this will be addressed more
robustly in the next section.
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VII. Whose Shared Humanity?: Obama’s Exceptionalism and Settler Colonial Expansion

I understand multiculturalism—or “post-race”, “post-identity”, “colorblind” politics— in
the U.S as a technology of neoliberal and therefore settler colonial expansion. By claiming that
race (and gender, sexuality, class, and culture) are apolitical and do not figure in to the
distribution of power and resources in the world, neoliberal economic policies, which clearly
follow routes established through colonial violence, can appear natural and neutral. Success,
within this context, can appear to be merit-based, and a lack of resources or power can be blamed
on individual failure. This narrative is always coupled with a narrative of progress and liberal
exceptionalism. The undergirding justification for the supposed benefits of such a system are
born of the notion of liberal individualism, which purports a universal “liberation” from the
restrictive and illiberal ties of genealogy, tribe, culture in order that people may progress to the
“liberated” place of individual ownership, individual responsibility, unrestricted participation in
the market, and self-sufficiency.
This balances precariously on consistently enforced depoliticization of things inherently
political—race, class, gender, or sexuality—to disavow the notion of systemic oppression and
violence that hegemonic state power demands and to make the capitalist market appear to be a
natural extension of social life. The effect of this brand of politics, beyond consolidating and
normalizing the power of whiteness, is to cohere a national identity (for the U.S) that enables
imperial projects and settler colonial expansion. Lauren Berlant (1997) argues that the impulses
behind multiculturalism, or the denial of racial difference, are deeply genocidal in that they
subsume various non-white histories and lived experiences of exploitation under the norms of
whiteness, adding up to a “quasi-amnesia” in the service of a “unified” national identity.
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Multiculturalism (in its neoliberal form) is, Berlant says, “a continued, but masked, hegemony of
whiteness.”126
Barack Obama plays a complicated role in the story of settler colonialism. Obama
emerged as a public figure in the historical context of neoliberal multiculturalism in which, for
many Americans, he embodies, as a “singular figure of racial unity,”127 a capstone to the “racial”
era of the United States. Metzler (2010) argues that Obama is one in a genealogy of symbols—a
genealogy that includes the civil rights movement, the March on Washington and the Million
Man March. Each symbol promises true racial equality, a significant shift in the way the U.S
negotiates race, but has ultimately no effect on the structural racism on which the state is
predicated and, in fact, serves the state by advancing a narrative of U.S exceptionalism and
progress.128 Being in a position of great power, Obama has some access to the commodity of
whiteness withheld from people of color,129 yet remains embedded in a capitalist system “that
imagines black peoples as permanent property of the state.”130 In this particular context, and
considering his specific role in the national imaginary, he is able to forward settler colonial logic
in a unique way.
A close reading of his speech at the signing ceremony, and a brief look at two other
speeches, reveals much about Obama’s own complex positionality, and how he, unexpectedly
perhaps to some, becomes an ideal vessel through which to forward settler colonial
exceptionalism. Here I demonstrate the ways in which Obama’s use of analogy in his speech
serves several functions: it allows him to solidify his own sense of “Americanness,” which has
been consistently contested during his career as a public official; it allows him to forward the
neoliberal progress narrative of U.S exceptionalism; and it allows him to perform the U.S settler
colonial work of active forgetting by disabling an intersectional analysis. My analysis here takes
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up the work of Moustafa Bayoumi, who demonstrates how African Americans in positions of
state power have been presented in popular culture productions as a “softer” face of U.S imperial
power in relation to powerful white Americans. According to Bayoumi, African American
characters are able to forward the U.S imperial project in a way that is ironically acceptable to
and empathetic of the victims of U.S imperialism. 131
David Eng (2010) argues that neoliberal multiculturalism—which, I suggest, reinforces
present-day settler colonial naturalization—is itself naturalized through a continuous denial of
difference and an insistence on similarities, which requires the problematic use of analogy across
lines of class, race, gender and sexuality. Therefore, instead of understanding how these
categories are effects of power that work in multiple and intersecting ways to oppress people and
groups, analogy dissolves power dynamics inherent within the categories and “disables a politics
of intersectionality.”132 As indicated in the previous section, Obama addressed the TLOA itself
in only about half of his speech at the signing ceremony. In the other half, he addressed himself.
He did so in the exceptionalist terms of progress and through the use of analogy:
So we’re moving forward, and we’re making progress. And as we celebrate today, I’m
reminded of a visit I made a couple of years ago to the Crow Nation out in Montana. While I
was there, I was adopted into the Nation by a wonderful couple—Hartford and Mary Black
Eagle—so I’m Barack Black Eagle. (Laughter.) But I was also—I was also given a Crow
name that means “One Who Helps People Throughout the Land.” And it’s a name that I view
not as an honor that I deserve, but as a responsibility that I must work to fulfill.
And looking back, I can’t help but think that only in America could a guy like me named
Barack Obama—adoptive son of the Crow Nation—go on to become President. (Laughter
and applause.) That was improbable when it happened two years ago—(laughter)—but it
would have been inconceivable a generation or two before that. And I think the same could
be said of this legislation.

Here, Obama acknowledges in a limited sense a history fraught with racism and inequality,
but in the same breath, by using himself as embodied evidence, promises that those aberrations
have been corrected and the nation is now at the place in history to be able to afford everyone
equal opportunity under the law. Melani McAlister, in her analysis of television shows and
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movies where African American characters are in positions of U.S state power, understands this
kind of gesture doubly as “inoculation” and “proof of exemplary righteousness.” The
inoculation is the acknowledgement of inequality that “protects from further critiques of the
state,” and the “proof of exemplary righteousness” occurs when the “African American
characters forgive America for its sins.”133 Here, Obama performs that double move. He
rhetorically morphs an expression of the fundamentally racist nature of the U.S nation state—
“that was improbable when it happened two years ago…but it would have been inconceivable a
generation or two before that”—into a comment on its exceptionalism. The statement “…only in
America could a guy like me named Barack Obama—adoptive son of the Crow nation—go on to
become President,” is meant to bestow Indigeneity (“adoptive son of the Crow nation”) on
Obama, whose own ambiguous ethnic identity has provoked much epistemic violence during his
campaign and term. 134 Considering, too, the widespread contention over Obama’s alleged nonAmericanness in the “birther” scandal during his presidential campaign and into his term as
president, Obama’s speech at the signing ceremony is, in part, an attempt to claim Indigeneity as
“one of many reference points that root [him] in an American identity.”135
Indeed, the “question” of his ethnicity aroused an Orientalist rage in public discourse. Much
of the violence has been centered in racially and religiously charged analyses of his name,
Barack Hussein Obama: the first two names are Arabic;136 Hussein “sounds Muslim” and is
associated with Sadaam Hussein; and Obama sounds like “Osama” (Osama bin Laden),
Americans’ national scapegoat for the terrorist attacks on 9/11 and the symbol of all of the
Orientalized pathology against which the U.S defines its own national character.137 There is, too,
the issue of the obvious falsity in Obama’s statement if we consider that a name like Barack
Obama is relatively common in many Arabic-speaking countries around the world and,
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therefore, it would not be “only in America” that someone with that name could “go on” to be
president. Again, in a twist of logic, Obama shifts the anti-Arab and anti-Muslim sentiments that
predominate in U.S public discourse into a narrative of progressive inclusion. It is, of course, all
of these “little” falsities that add up to what David Kazanjian calls the “colonizing trick”—the
myth that the U.S’s claims to abstract egalitarianism and universal freedom are not based on
racial hierarchies, genocide, and a racialized class of exploitable labor.138
Philip Deloria asserts that “playing Indian” by those in power bespeaks a “characteristically
American kind of domination in which the exercise of power [is] hidden, denied, qualified or
mourned.”139 This aptly describes Obama’s choice to play Indian in the historical context of
neoliberal multiculturalism, wherein the contents of the so-called “melting pot” have, apparently,
melted so thoroughly as to occlude realities of race-based oppression. Essentially, the way that
Obama attempts through this speech to make himself “like a Native,” or at least attempts to gain
some affective proximity via his own position as a racial minority, flattens any of the complex
ways that, within the political economy of colonialism, power is constituted through interrelated
yet distinct forms of oppression and processes of normalization. Furthermore, Obama makes a
dangerous move comparing the “unthinkability” of his own presidency to a struggle to end
sexual violence. Rhetorically merging all oppression through a colorblind politics is evidence of
a genocidal logic that disavows the way that sexual violence works specifically as a tool of
colonization, and as a tool that disproportionately and differentially affects women.
In a similar use of analogy, during the Tribal Nations Conference at the White House in
December of 2010, just five months after the TLOA signing ceremony, Obama said, “Few have
been more marginalized and ignored by Washington for as long as Native Americans, our first
Americans. You were told your lands, your religion, your cultures, your languages were not
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yours to keep. I know what it means to feel ignored and forgotten, and what it means to
struggle.”140 The use of analogy to forward a colorblind politics is decidedly neoliberal. It is a
practice of cashing in on the social currency of the social difference —that exist in neoliberal
multicultural societies— “without social consequences.”141 The process of depoliticizing
difference is, as mentioned, a hallmark of neoliberal multiculturalism. It domesticates difference
in the service of hegemonic state power. The gesture of sympathy for Indigenous struggles here
instead of promising any change has McAlister’s “proof of exemplary righteousness” effect. Its
inclusionary tone, associating Indigenous people with the state via Obama, solidifies the
foundations of the nation by appearing to absolve not just any sin, but what Sandy Grande refers
to as the “original sin: the genocide of American Indians.”142 Furthermore, considering his
predecessor, Obama is in a unique position to “play Indian” in an attempt to appear as a
benevolent new face of the U.S nation-state. It is difficult to imagine George W. Bush with his
cowboy hats, guns, drawl, and his commitment to notions of Western expansionism convincingly
“playing Indian” to a crowd of Native politicians and community activists (as was the audience
at the TLOA signing ceremony). 143 Because Obama has been pitted, in popular liberal culture,
as the kind and gentle foil to Bush’s belligerency, and because he has come to symbolize the
capstone to an era of racism in the U.S, he turns no heads when he claims membership in the
Crow nation, or equates his struggles in becoming president with struggling against the effects of
mass, systemic, colonial sexual violence.
In his speech at the TLOA signing ceremony, Obama also asserts that the alarmingly high
rate of rapes visited upon Native American women is “an assault on our national conscience”
and “an affront to our shared humanity.” While activist and artist Sara Marie Ortiz (Acoma
Pueblo) has similarly said, “An injustice against Native women is an injustice against humanity,”
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the sentiment demands rigorous examination when expressed by the president of a settler
colonial state. This statement begs the questions: to whom exactly is Obama referring when he
says Native American women? And who is included in Obama’s vision of our shared humanity?
First, I suggest that Obama is referring to the “Pocahontas trope” of the Native American
woman, as identified by Joanne Barker, when he says “Native American women.” 144 Barker
asserts that Pocahontas’ story—her “alleged defiance of her father, her choice to save [John]
Smith, her attention to Smith and the other colonists’ survival, her marriage and conversion, her
Christian renaming, and her move to England”—persists in the U.S American consciousness as
an idealization of the Indigenous woman. This ideal Indigenous woman acts as “everybody’s
great-great-grandmother,” who, being “stripped of any vestiges of her own political agenda and
her own cultural affiliation and identity…is made to speak to America as heroine and ancestor.”
This story functions as a useful metonym for the settler colonial state’s preferred relationship to
Native American women; it has “utility within U.S nationalism’s mythic structures particularly
in (re)enacting the inferiority of Pocahontas’ culture and the dominion of Smith’s in what was to
be America.”145 Through this trope, Native American women can become icons of U.S
nationalism by symbolizing an acceptance of colonialism, similar to the way that McAlister’s
“proof of exemplary righteousness” functions. The ideas represented by the Pocahontas trope
are the most probable referent in Obama’s statement, as it does not follow, logically, that he
could consider the rape of actual Indigenous women an assault or affront when the state that he
has vowed to serve, in fact, created the condition of possibility for the culture of rape. In this
colonial gesture to women, actual Native American women are emptied, forged into hollow
symbols through which dominant members of the settler state can evolve or progress.
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Secondly, as to Obama’s appeal to “our shared humanity,” it must be asked, as Fanon and
Césaire remind us, what could possibly be meant by humanity (not to mention shared humanity)
in a colonial context conditioned by mass dehumanization and genocide? Fanon asserted that
definitions of humanity, and therefore humanism, within colonial regimes depend on a
continuously enforced notion of racial and cultural inferiority of non-white peoples in order to
constitute the idea of the right (read: white) human. Povinelli terms this “colonial domination,”
as understood by postcolonial scholars like Fanon and the school of Subaltern Studies, and notes
that it required the colonized subject to identify with the dominant colonizing power as a
legitimate power, or be subject to state violence. What Povinelli calls “multicultural
domination,” on the other hand, marks the contemporary historical moment and is, I argue, the
lubricant for continued settler colonial domination. Multicultural domination works by
“inspiring subaltern and minority subjects to identify with the impossible object of an authentic
self-identity.”146 The demand to perform authentic self-identity, beyond being impossible, also
reinscribes the power of whiteness by invisiblizing it as a norm while making minority and
subaltern subjects marked subjects. While Obama himself is not considered white, I am referring
more to the logics of whiteness and white supremacy here; one need not “be white” to act within
these logics.147 The urge towards the termination of the colonial subject remains, yet the relation
of rule has shifted to one that presents benevolence, one that kills with kindness and claims of a
common humanity.
It is worth noting that the first time during his office that Obama used the multiculturally
evocative phrase, “our common humanity,” (similar to “our shared humanity” in the TLOA
signing ceremony speech) was in his inaugural address. There, Obama said, “And because we
have tasted the bitter swill of civil war and segregation and emerged from that dark chapter
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stronger and more united, we cannot help but believe that the old hatreds shall someday pass;
that the lines of tribe shall soon dissolve; that as the world grows smaller, our common humanity
shall reveal itself; and that America must play its role in ushering in a new era of peace”148
(italics mine). In his articulation of his vision of progress and peace, Obama’s specific mention
of “lines of tribe” dissolving exemplifies the liberal need to define the universal good (the
liberal) against what it considers illiberal: tribes, genealogical, kinship structures, tradition, and
the restrictions they pose to true individualism. 149 While it is couched in the language of
commonality and inclusive plurality, it evinces the same genocidal impulse of destroying to
replace, as identified by Wolfe. Additionally, McAlister reminds us that while the anxieties
expressed in popular discourse about Obama being Muslim are certainly expressions of white
racial anxieties, they are also white anxieties about modernity, gender, and “theological rigidity,”
which are perceived to be antithetical to liberalism. Hence, in Obama’s inaugural address, his
mention of lines of tribes dissolving serves two functions. He is simultaneously performing
settler logics by condemning the illiberality of tribal structures, and distancing himself from the
“lines of tribes” that are associated with conflict in the “Muslim world.” Both maneuvers are
whitening maneuvers.
Herein lies the crux of why I consider the ceremony such a productive moment to further
the understanding of settler colonial power: Obama, being non-white, enacts whiteness and
invests in whiteness as property, considering his state-granted power and being a recipient of the
benefits of continued settler occupation over the Indigenous lands and peoples of the Americas.
He complicates the oppressor/oppressed binary that is traditionally understood in terms of
color—as Haunani-Kay Trask puts it, “…white over Black, white over brown, white over red,
white over yellow.”150 In so doing, he proves that the mode of settler colonial domination is in
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no way fixed, but is entirely mutable, adapting to fit predominant discourses of any given era—
in this case, neoliberal multiculturalism.
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VIII. Conclusion

Luana Ross notes that genocide has never been against the law in the U.S. Ross makes
this point in her scholarship to prove the limits and purpose of laws in a settler colonial state and
to encourage people to think about decolonization and self-determination in ways that go beyond
federal recognition or legal rights. Ross’ radical conclusion is that the settler state will never be
reformed and must instead be dismantled for decolonization and Indigenous self-determination
to be possible.
In a strange and easily overlooked moment during the Congressional hearing on the
TLOA, Anthony J. Brandenburg, Chief Judge of the Intertribal Court of Southern California,
made this unscripted comment to his fellow witnesses and the members of the Committee on
Indian Affairs:
Just for a moment, think of every atrocity that has ever been committed in Indian Country,
whether it is the taking of land, whether it is genocide, whether it is the taking of children, whether
it is the taking of natural resources—every wrong that has ever been committed in Indian Country
has somehow been approved by the Congress, by courts, or by law enforcement.151

Brandenburg made this statement as part of a larger point he was aiming to get across:
that there is a great need for the federal government to build trust in Indian Country if it is going
to be able to properly enforce the law there. Brandenburg and Ross, while making strikingly
similar statements, make them to entirely different ends: Brandenburg to reinforce the legal
foundations of the settler state, and Ross to shake them.
Throughout this essay there have been several examples of neoliberal multiculturalism’s
ability to appropriate for its own ends. Obama’s own ability, through the use of affect and
analogy, to appear as an antiracist ally, an ally to Indigenous people, and an ally to women while
retaining a proximity to whiteness that allows for the strengthening of white supremacy and an
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expansion of settler colonial projects in the U.S and abroad is remarkable. Perhaps the most
shocking example of appropriation is the TLOA itself. Activists, like Sarah Deer, who have
committed their life to the decolonial work of ending sexual violence against Indigenous people,
worked strategically on the TLOA152 to have the state return full prosecutorial power to tribal
courts, including power over non-Natives, so that tribes could effectively criminalize sexual
violence. Instead, the TLOA will criminalize Native communities and fold them into the federal
apparatus of control. Yet the TLOA is still widely understood to be helping Native women by
responding to demands for safe communities and an end to the “free zones” that are reservations
in the U.S.
While American Studies scholars153 have turned a critical eye to Obama’s ability to
forward neoliberal and imperial projects, we must bear in mind that the U.S remains a settler
colonial state with settler colonial ambitions and ask, therefore, how the “softness” of
multicultural domination works to further invisibilize the settler colonial present. We must ask,
in our scholarship, our organizing, and our politics: how does neoliberalism’s ability to erode a
“politics of collectivity through the reformulation of race and difference in individualistic
terms”154 also delimit the potential for building a decolonial politics of alliance?155
The power within neoliberal multiculturalism’s affective economy to appropriate radical
activism, subsume non-white experiences into the norms of the white nation, individualize
inherently collective and political realities, and obscure power and history demonstrates the need
for what Povinelli calls “mobile analyses.”156 Mobile analyses of a shape-shifting power will
bring us to sites such as the TLOA signing ceremony where, in subtle and seemingly benevolent
ways, multicultural domination is solidified and the settler colonial imaginary reinforced. They
demand that we are robustly intersectional in recognition of the multiple intersections of a
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hegemonic power. The mobility that Povinelli speaks of asks us to be witnesses to
manifestations of genocidal power that continuously denies its own existence, wherever they
may be. Finally, it challenges us to articulate and live out true antiracist and decolonial politics
that center the theories and insights of those who experience state violence in order to highlight
the fragility of the multicultural settler state’s claim to these terms. In so doing, we can highlight
and take advantage of the fragility of the multicultural settler state itself.
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crimes against Native Americans.
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“…state multicultural discourses, apparatuses, and imaginaries defuse struggles for liberation waged against the
modern liberal state and recuperate these struggles as moments in which the future of nation and its core institutions
and values are ensured rather than shaken,” (Povinelli 1998, 579).
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This aspect was changed with the TLOA; in section 304 it states that tribes can now sentence three years in prison
and $15,000 fines.
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create, “allows the U.S government to validate its extension of theoretically unlimited authority over [tribes],
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2009, 98).
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At the TLOA signing ceremony, Obama said of the act, “These are significant measures that will empower tribal
nations and make a real difference in people’s lives.” (http://www.whitehouse.gov/photos-and-video/video/signingtribal-law-and-order-act#transcript)
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impossible without transforming the settler colonial systems of heteropatriarchy that structure indigenous lives.
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overrepresentation—one that continues the colonial process of Indigenous containment—and one that will surely
grow with the TLOA’s incentives to criminalize. This points to the overall importance of conceiving of the Prison
Industrial Complex in the U.S, like sexual violence, as a tool that is serving its designated purpose: to maintain
settler colonialism, to manifest the myth of the “disappearing native”. It is, unequivocally, not an aberrantly unjust
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The mainstream (or whitestream, to use Sandy Grande’s phrase) anti-violence movement has also proved to be a
chance for the state to increase the reach of the Prison Industrial Complex. Ellen Pence notes that the Violence
Against Women Act (VAWA), which is perhaps the most well-known piece of federal legislation aimed at
protecting women from violence, “focused more on increased efficiency, arrests, and convictions than on critiquing
the impact of institutional responses on the safety, autonomy, and integrity of battered women,” and, furthermore,
“Pence pointed out that much of the federal money raised under the [VAWA] was funneled through prosecutors and
the police, who sought to manage advocates working with women,” (Patacek 2010, 13). Andrea Smith further notes
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that the passage of the VAWA made it so “antiviolence centers have been able to receive a considerable amount of
funding from the state, to the point where most agencies have become dependent on the state for their continued
existence. Consequently, their strategies tend to be state friendly: hire more police, give longer sentences to rapists,
pass mandatory arrest laws, etc. But there is an inherent contradiction in relying upon the state to solve those
problems it is responsible for creating,” (Smith 2010, 357).
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oppressed peoples, such as slave narratives, as occupying a space somewhere in between empathy and pornography.
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obfuscates the complexities of historical and ongoing settler violence and obscures the inherently violently
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is a contradiction at the heart of U.S Indian Policy.” In the 2004 U.S. v. Lara decision, Thomas said, “In my view,
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Jasbir Puar’s concept of homonationalism—which is the imperial nation-state’s use of a rhetoric of sexual
modernity that casts said imperial nation-state power as tolerant or progressive at the expense of casting a racialized
“other” as perverse or backwards in order to further stabilize the affective boundaries of the nation through
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In another example of Fanon’s “peaceful violence”, a February 2004 report by the United States Civil Rights
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Obama himself described that unseemly chapter as the history of “official depredations and ill-conceived policies
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